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Abstract 
 

Long gram-based indices are experimented at 
NTCIR-3 patent task. To make gram-based indices, 
no analyses such as morphological ones are required. 
The docno, abj, clj and dej tag fields are extracted 

from NTCIR-3 patent corpus. The total index size is 
11.4Gbyte and time to make indices is about 8.7 
hours. Median search time per word from abj and dej 
index is 9.8msec and 91.8msec respectively. Average 
retrieval time per topic takes 73 seconds since 
documents are ranked in a Perl program, which is 
simple and not fast. Ranking algorithm used is based 
on a traditional probabilistic model. We also tried to 
set essential words in a query. 
Keywords: long gram based index, gram coding, 
essential word, NTCIR 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 

Patent retrieval using computers is commonplace 
today in patent applications and examinations, 
however, NTCIR-3 patent task is novel since it 
regards patent retrieval as retrieval task and articles 
from newspaper as topics. Nowadays patent 
documents are accessible via internet, the chances 
ordinal people retrieve patents will increase more and 
more from now on. Specialists sometimes say that 
they can find words in mind well using full text 
retrieval systems than keyword retrieval systems. 
Among full text retrieval systems, systems whose 
indices are based on suffix array[1-5] or grams [6-10] 
are effective, we think, since every character 

sequences which include words, compound word, etc. 
are retrievable. In making indices, they need no 
dictionary and no morphological analyses. 

In order to make suffix array efficiently, we have 
to put corpus on computer main memory. So one 
problem of suffix array is that we can not make 

indices for big corpus. 
The size of corpus for NTCIR-3 PAT is 18Gbyte, 

which is far bigger than that of former NTCIR tasks. 
Since this size exceeds main memory capacity of 
most computers, it is impossible to make suffix array 
indices practically. 
  On the other hand, general gram-based indices are 
thought to have following problems. 
(1) The size of index becomes huge when gram 
length is more than 3 for Japanese corpus. 
(2) Word retrieval requires not only search for grams , 
which compose the word, but also computation of 
intersection over searched sets. Then it becomes slow. 

Our group has made gram-based indices[11-13] for 
large corpus. We report in this manuscript that our 

indices do not have the above problems. 
Selection of query words is very important since it 

directly influences precision of retrieval. It 
sometimes requires specialist's knowledge about 
target area, we think. Not only automatic systems but 
also interactive systems are useful for patent retrieval.  
As for interactive system, fast and flexible systems 
will be preferable. 
 
2 Gram indices 
2.1 Basics  
 

An n-gram is a character sequence that has length 
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n. All grams are extracted from a document in the 
corpus (Figure 1). 

When n has fixed value, the index made from 
grams in the corpus is called n-gram index. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Grams 
 

2.2 Variable length coding by character count 
 

The size of n-gram of Japanese 2byte characters is 
2n byte if the gram is simple concatenation of the 
character codes. Referencing the frequency of each 
character appearance in corpus, we made grams 
differently in order to reduce an index size.  A 
character, whose frequency is higher, is  assigned 
shorter code by Huffman's coding [14]. As an 
exception, we assign intentionally long code against 
space, parenthesis, punctuations and so on.  

 

2.3 Variable length gram encoding in fixed 
byte 
 

We made a gram code (gram value) from 
concatenation of character codes assigned as 2.2. We 
fixed the length of gram value in wg (5 or 6byte). In 
consequence, gram length becomes variable.  Though 
gram values are 8byte in main memory, they are wg 
on the secondary storage. When gram values stored 
in sorting order in the index,  we express gram value 
in less than wg byte by run length encoding [15] if 
adjacent gram values are near. 
 
3 Index making 
 

We compute gram values as 2, document by 
document. We made an index as an inverted file of 
gram values. During index making, we sort gram 

values. We can not put the entire corpus in main 
memory at one time since the corpus of this task 
exceeds main memory size. We first made batch 
indices by internal sorting algorithm from subsets of 
corpus, which fit in main memory. Each batch is 
merged into an index afterward (Figure 2). In 
previous, we used quick sort for internal sorting. 
Since internal sorting dominates time, we also try 
radix sort [16,17] at this task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Figure 2. Index and batch indices 
 

We also made wide range map of gram values, 
which are put in main memory when we search 
grams. 

At this task, most grams constitute 4 or 5 
characters, and they are coded into wg=6 byte. 

That is, a gram value has almost same length as 
3-gram if not coded.  

Table 1 shows the size of corpus, extracted tag 
fields and two indices, which are made from abj and 
dej tag field. Index size overhead against extracted 
tag fields is 80.7%.  

 
Table 1. Size of Corpus, tag fields and 
indices 
 

item size 

corpus (kkh) 18.1Gbyte 

<docno> tag 
<abj> tag 
<clj> tag 
<dej> tag 

69.7Mbyte 
410Mbyte 
1.30Gbyte 
12.5Gbyte 

<abj> index 
<dej> index 

101Mbyte 
11.39Gbyte 
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Table 2 shows time  to make indices. The radix sort 
version was 2.7 times faster than the quick sort 
version. 
 
4 Query making 
 

We extract query words using morphological 
analysis from article and supplement tags in given 31 
topics (P001-31.sgml). Compound words are 
segmented in words, and then all possible 
combination of words are made of a compound word. 

In this task, we set essential words. Plural words 
can be essential in OR, considering we can set 
synonyms. But we restrict them to have single idea 
for simplicity. From top results file, we removed 

documents which do not include any essential words.  
 
5 Retrieval and results 
 

Our index has tree structure, which has sorted 
gram values and wide range map of them. So, not 
only query words whose length is equal to gram 
length, but also shorter or longer words can be 
searched efficiently. 

When we search a longer word, every gram in the 
words is  searched. Then retrieved sets of document 
numbers are intersected. Each set of retrieved 
document number is relatively small because long 
gram works as a good filter. So the set operation is 
quite fast. Moreover, since grams are searched by 

gram values once they are coded, grams are searched 

with 8byte integer computation, i.e. high cost 
processing such as bit shifts or string comparisons are 
not required. 

From set of retrieved documents for query words, 
we compute tf-idf and similarity using probabilistic 
model [18]. Document ranking by using tag location 
information is enabled since indices are made field by 
field. Table 3 shows retrieval time including ranking. 

We set essential words for 4 topics, i.e. P006, P016,  
P029 and P030. Average precisions are improved 
from 0.02 to 0.23 compared with no essential words 
case. 
 
6 Discussions  
 

We think target specific synonym is necessary for 
patent retrieval.  As for essential words, it is advisable 
that specialists of target areas set then since their 
setting are delicate. We think interactive retrieval 
systems effective for patent retrieval. 

 
7 Conclusions  
 

We experimented our long gram based indices at 
NTCIR-3. Since our indices are based on grams, no 
analyses such as morphological ones are required. We 
made indices from abj and dej of NTCIR-3 
documents. The total index size is 11.4Gbyte and 
time to make indices is about 8.7 hours. Average 
retrieval time per topic takes 73 seconds. Ranking 

algorithm used is based on a traditional probability 
 

Table 2. Time to make indices 
 

 quick sort version radix sort version 

field <abj> index <dej> index <abj> index <dej> index 
time 44min 1,365min 20min 501min 

total time 23.5hr 8.7hr 
 
 

Table 3. Retrieval Time 
 

 <abj> index <dej> index 
retrieved words (included compound words) 151 151 

time to search all words  13.7sec 122sec 

search time per word (average, median) (90.7msec, 9.8msec) (808msec, 91.8msec) 

retrieval time per query (inc. doc. ranking) 73sec 
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model. We also tried to set essential words in a query. 
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